


The Jewel collection was inspired by the sophisticated 

new geometric we’ve named Marquise, after the 

diamond cut it resembles. Featuring a luxurious folded 

silk backdrop and matching plain the name perfectly 

befits this noble design. 

The Royal Palm design was similarly named after the 

beautiful Hosta Leaf and offers a striking, 

contemporary alternative for luxury vinyl. For a rich 

luxurious finish to your walls co-ordinate with the rich 

gilded grass cloth texture. 

The range of co-ordinated textured plains offer the 

opportunity to capture all 4 walls, and the striking 

range of rich gemstone colours and beautiful neutrals 

tones offers something for everyone.     

All on a non woven easy to hang / easy to remove 

substrate these products are all extra washable and 

perfect for high traffic areas. 

29 SKU’s

3 feature designs and 4 textured plains

Luxury textured vinyl

Non-Woven substrate

Currency Jan 2020 – Jan 2023



MARQUISE GEO  
Inspired by and named after the diamond cut it resembles 

the Marquise Geo  is a noble design and features a 

luxurious folded silk emboss backdrop with metallic 

highlights. The geo design is embellished with glitter 

highlights. Matching coordinate available. 

PEARL - 111309 QUARTZ - 111310 SMOKEY QUARTZ  - 111311

SAPPHIRE - 111312 EMERALD - 111313 MOONSTONE - 111314



MARQUISE PLAIN
A sumptuous deeply embossed texture resembling swathes 

of folded silk. Features a subtle metallic embellishment for 

a rich and opulent finish for your walls. Perfect for all four 

walls or as a coordinate for the Marquise Geo design.

MOONSTONE - 111303 SMOKEY QUARTZ - 111304 QUARTZ  - 111305

EMERALD - 111306 MOONSTONE - 111307 SAPPHIRE - 111308



ROYAL PALM

QUARTZ - 111298 PEARL - 111299

EMERALD - 111301

Named after the beautiful Hosta Leaf, Royal Palm 

offers a striking, contemporary alternative for luxury 

vinyl. Featuring a classic woven backdrop, subtly 

enhanced with metallic highlights. For a luxurious finish 

to your walls coordinate with the richly gilded 

grasscloth texture or Royal Silk coordinate. 

MOONSTONE - 111300 SAPPHIRE - 111302



A classic woven embossed texture, subtly enhanced with 

metallic highlights. Available in a colour palette of soft 

easy living tones.  Use as a standalone design for a 

luxurious finish to all four walls, or coordinate with a Royal 

Palm feature wall. 

PEARL - 111293MOONSTONE - 111292 QUARTZ - 111294

ROYAL SILK



GILDED TEXTURE
As the name suggests gilded texture is an opulent, richly 

embellished texture, resembling a grass cloth design. The 

deep horizontal emboss is enhanced with metallic highlights 

for a luxurious and palatial look for your walls. 

EMERALD - 111296MOONSTONE - 111295 PEARL - 111297



JULIET
Juliet is a classic trailing floral design inspired by the regal 

opulence of the Jacobean reign. This bold and bejewelled 

floral, in an on trend colour palette, adds a palatial feel to 

your walls. 

SAPPHIRE - 111315 EMERALD - 111316

SMOKEY QUARTZ -

111317 ONYX - 1113318



ULTERIOR
Ulterior is a contemporary geo design inspired by the opulence 

of the Art Deco period, with its emphasis on bold stylized designs, 

clear lines and sleek optical dimensions. Subtly embellished with 

glitter highlights. 

QUARTZ - 111319 MOONSTONE- 111320 


